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Source: The Club of Rome & PiK - Planetary Emergency Partnership
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Transformational economics for the 21st century

WELLBEING
ECONOMICS

BEYOND
GDP

MISSION
ECONOMIES

DOUGHNUT
ECONOMICS

GREEN
GROWTH

POST-
GROWTH

Shift from an Extractive GDP based 
economy 

Account for social and environmental risk 
in financial and economic decision-making

Expand our perspective of public goods 
and socialise the rewards of 
environmental and social commons

Correct the inequity between high and 
low-income countries created by 
international finance and trade systems

Increase the agency of women and 
workers to drive the direction of the 
economy
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The Earth4All Model

The Earth4All system 

dynamic model uses 

scenarios to show how 

different policies are likely 

to affect human wellbeing, 

societies and ecosystems 

in the short and long-

term.
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The speed of action on planetary boundaries is 

a FUNCTION of the speed of action on inequality and 

poverty.
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One future, one 
choice,
two scenarios.



15 Policy Actions
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Sources: IMF - Gould, Eric D, and Alexander Hijzen. Growing Apart, Losing Trust? The Impact of Inequality on Social Capital. International Monetary Fund, 
2016.

Inequality Reduces Trust

Wage inequality (based on 90/10 ratio) in the US 

has increased 14% between 1970 - 2010 and 

since 1978 US CEO salaries have increased by 

1460%; employee salaries by 18.1% (EPI, 2022)

At the same time, surveys of US citizens 

show decreasing levels of trust in people 

especially government and business
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Global wellbeing is declining TODAY

74% of 

G20 

citizens 

want a 

well 

being 

economy*

*Ipsos Mori survey 2020
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Action on planetary boundaries is a function of action on inequality and poverty

The Critical Feedback Loop

Level of social tension

Level of inequality & poverty

Level of public action
How effectively the state 
intervenes to reduce inequality and 
planetary breakdown

Inequality drives social tension

Social trust influences the political 
space available for transformative 
public action

Food and energy shift The regulation of the food and 
energy system impacts inequality
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Rentier Capitalism

“Gone is the economy most people think we have – one 

organized around production, consumption, and exchange. 

Money is made on money and the shifting value of various 

assets from stocks and bonds to real estate to intellectual 

property and crypto. The manipulation of these financial assets 

now dominates economic decision-making across the globe”

Earth4All, pg.149
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Redrawing the Gameboard
▪ Setting up citizen funds to

distribute the wealth of 

global commons fairly.

▪ Government measures

(subsidies, incentives, 

regulations) to expedite

restructuring.

▪ Reforming the international 

financial system.

▪ New progress indicators in 

the context of well-being

economies.





…This is the decisive decade : There is too much bad news for complacency .. There is too 
much good news for despair! Donella Meadows, Lead author The Limits to Growth


